
SELECTBOARD - July 13, 2017- 8:02am 
Attendance- Greg Eckhardt, John Ogden, Tom Dibble, Andrea Ogden, Chrystal Cleary, 
Cameron Chalmers  visitor: Ted Martin  
 

-  The Select Board approved the last meeting’s Minutes 
- Mr. Martin visited the Selectboard to discuss the walking path mowed along the 

river on his land and the beginning of this use of the land was speculated upon. 
Mr Martin will meet with Cameron (who mows) and Karl (who owns adjacent 
fields) to discuss continuing use levels and maintenance. 

-   Road signs: John completed a photographic audit of all town roads and the 
need for street signs. The Board decided to replace missing and damaged/rusty 
signs, and missing stop signs. Chrystal agreed to look into creation of a sign 
inventory map, akin to the culvert maps. 

-   repainting the cupola on the Town Hall- the Selectboard reviewed two estimates 
and voted to go with Tom Dibble’s lower cost estimate. 

- White Pine Lodge septic system progress- Cameron reports nothing new from 
Clare, but Chrystal replied that the engineer had been in to the land records last 
Thursday to look for any old wastewater permits for the property. 

- Select board signed pay orders. 
- Select board asked Chrystal to invite Clarence to the next SB meeting to update 

on Cemetery Commission 
- A meeting will be warned for Monday July 17th at 8am to set the tax rate. 
- Dog bite- Cassie Felion’s dogs- A letter from Tom was mailed certified mail but 

has not been acknowledged by a delivered card nor by action or contact on the 
dog owner’s part. The SB cannot turn a blind eye to known unlicensed dogs, 
and will issue a letter to a few owners who have never licensed the dogs to try 
to bring them into compliance. 

- Chrystal will message Steve regarding some grading on Landgrove Hollow 
Road, pothole repair on other roads. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:23am 


